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� Tri-fuel (TF) ignition system comprising diesel, methanol, and hydrogen is studied.

� Dual-fuel diesel/methanol system poses narrow temperature window for smooth ignition.

� Adding hydrogen to the premixed charge advances IDT and avoids ambient autoignition.

� TF ignition modes are characterized with relevance to heat release rates.
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Development of marine engines could largely benefit from the broader usage of methanol

and hydrogen which are both potential energy carriers. Here, numerical results are pre-

sented on tri-fuel (TF) ignition using large-eddy simulation (LES) and finite-rate chemistry.

Zero-dimensional (0D) and three-dimensional (3D) simulations for n-dodecane spray

ignition of methanol/hydrogen blends are performed. 0D results reveal the beneficial role

of hydrogen addition in facilitating methanol ignition. Based on LES, the following findings

are reported: 1) Hydrogen promotes TF ignition, significantly for molar blending ratios

bX ¼ [H2]/([H2]þ[CH3OH]) �0.8. 2) For bX ¼ 0, unfavorable heat generation in ambient

methanol is noted. We provide evidence that excessive hydrogen enrichment (bX � 0.94)

potentially avoids this behavior, consistent with 0D results. 3) Ignition delay time is

advanced by 23e26% with shorter spray vapor penetrations (10e15%) through hydrogen

mass blending ratios 0.25/0.5/1.0. 4) Last, adding hydrogen increases shares of lower and

higher temperature chemistry modes to total heat release.

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd on behalf of Hydrogen Energy Publications

LLC. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://

creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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Introduction

Using long-chain hydrocarbons in power generation has

raised environmental concerns during the past few decades.

These concerns are mainly due to the global (e.g. carbon di-

oxide, CO2), and local (e.g. NOx and particulate matter) emis-

sions of these fuels. More recently, novel mitigation strategies

toward carbon-neutral energy [1] have been taken in different

pathways, including decarbonization techniques [2] and

chemical recycling of CO2 [3]. In internal combustion engines

(ICE), emerging in-cylinder combustion technologies have

been introduced to cope with stringent emission regulations

[4]. Moreover, the utilization of low carbon or carbon-neutral

fuels and in particular renewable fuels have been exten-

sively discussed as an effective measure to reduce engine

emissions. The need for higher engine efficiency has placed

compression ignition (CI) engines in the forefront of com-

bustion research over spark ignition (SI).

Amongst modern combustion technologies that have been

introduced in CI ICE context is the dual-fuel (DF) [5,6] concept.

With relevance to the present study, in DF setup a lean

mixture of low reactivity fuel (LRF) premixedwith air, possibly

combined with exhaust gas recirculation (EGR), is introduced

to the cylinder through the intake manifold delivering the

primary energy to the system. The lean condition of the pre-

mixed charge allows to achieve low temperature combustion

while minimizing NOx and soot emissions [4]. The premixed

charge is then ignited by a pilot high-reactivity fuel (HRF)

which is directly injected into the engine cylinder at the end of

compression stroke. With DF technology, renewable LRFs or

their blends can be used in CI ICEs to enhance combustion

performance while achieving low emissions.

In typical spray-assisted DF ignition systems, three

consecutive stages are realized, particularly (i) liquid evapo-

ration and turbulent mixing, (ii) low-temperature chemistry

(LTC), and (iii) high-temperature chemistry (HTC), as detailed

in Fig. 1. The near-nozzle region is characterized by a cool

droplet-laden two-phase flow with large momentum and
Fig. 1 e Volume rendering of typical stages in a spray-assisted d

while replacing methane with methanol as LRF. Liquid (cyan) an

phases, respectively. RO2 (green) and OH (orange) radicals mark

transition (purple) is defined by H2O2 consumption rates. (For in

the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
shear stresses, hence a strong turbulent mixing with hot

ambient and subsequently liquid evaporation. Sufficiently

downstream of the nozzle, a liquid phase terminates and

vaporized HRF reacts with oxidizer while forming a volu-

metric LTC zone. The onset of LTC activation is referred to as

the first-stage ignition (t1) and it is marked by the formation of

alkylperoxy radicals, i.e. C12H25O2 (RO2), which denote early n-

dodecane decomposition. Further downstream of the LTC

region, a transition towards HTC is realized through succes-

sive production and consumption of intermediate species

until the occurrence of high temperature pockets (i.e. ignition

kernels) within the spray periphery. The onset of HTC is

denoted as the second-stage ignition (t2) and the transition

duration between t1 and t2 represents the chemical induction

time.

Methanol (CH3OH) and hydrogen (H2) are among the most

interesting LRFs with potential to be considered as emerging

energy carriers in marine engines [8e11]. Several studies

consideredmethanol in DF systems ignited by pilot diesel. For

instance, experimental investigations of port-injected meth-

anol concentration or diesel injection timing variation on

various combustion metrics including ignition delay time

(IDT) [12,13], combustion duration [13], combustion modes

[14], and emission characteristics [15] at different loads have

been conducted. Moreover, effects of combustion stability and

cyclic variations by altering various parameters at different

engine loads were investigated in Refs. [16,17]. On the nu-

merical side, Li et al. [18] studied effects of diesel start of in-

jection (SOI), methanol fraction, and initial in-cylinder

temperature and concluded that methanol addition has

outstanding advantages towards emission reduction and fuel

economy. On a general note, by considering experimental and

numerical literature, methanol has been considered as a po-

tential candidate to reduce emissions while prolonging IDT.

Alternatively, hydrogen has been employed with diesel in

the DF context. Experimental investigations on the effects of

various parameters including engine load [19], EGR [20e22],

intake air boost [22], hydrogen flow rate [23], and injection

strategy [21,24] on combustion and emission characteristics
ual-fuel ignition process, based on similar setup in Ref. [7]

d vaporized (blue) sprays denote LPT droplets and gaseous

LTC activation and ignition kernels, respectively, while HTC

terpretation of the references to color in this figure legend,
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were reported for various hydrogen shares. Numerically, the

two successive works by Hosseini and Ahmadi [25,26] along

with the work by Jabbr and Koylu [27] discussed the effects of

hydrogen enrichment to the premixed charge. They noted

that under optimal conditions, adding hydrogen reduces soot

and greenhouse gas emissions while prolonging ignition

delay, consistent with the discussions by Yuan et al. [28].

Moreover, the experimental works in Refs. [23,29] show that

hydrogen addition prolongs ignition delay, whereas Lata et al.

[30] studied ignition characteristics, concluding that IDT may

be highly dependent on the thermophysical conditions of the

charge. Further studies concerning the injection parameters

sensitivity and variations of engine specifications are found in

Refs. [31,32].

Despite their growing economy, utilization of pure meth-

anol or hydrogen as LRF in DF CI engines has its own chal-

lenges compared with methane/diesel DF engines which

provide robust combustion [6,33e36]. Perhaps the most

important barriers to overcome are related to operating range

limitations for methanol [8,14,37,38] and safety concerns for

hydrogen [39]. According to the authors’ early findings (see

Section Background), methanol poses a narrow operating

window for ambient temperature (Tamb) leading to smooth

ignition. In specific, at high temperatures (Tamb ¼ 1000 K) it

may lead to a premixed ambient autoignition and subse-

quently, possible knock. Also, at low ambient temperatures

(Tamb ¼ 900 K) long ignition delays start to be problematic.

According to Karimkashi et al. [40], blending hydrogen with

methanol in the premixed charge can advance autoignition at

900 K. Such an approach was introduced as the tri-fuel (TF)

concept. Although several TF studies have been conducted for

various fuel blends, for instance Refs. [41,42] as well as in our

recent study [43], a TF system comprising methanol/

hydrogen/diesel has not yet been tested except for the

mentioned analysis [40] which was restricted to zero-

dimensional (0D) models.

It would be highly advantageous to broaden the opera-

tional window of methanol in order to avoid the premixed

ambient autoignition [38]. The present study aims at

providing, for the first time, detailed insights on the ignition

characteristics associated with hydrogen-enriched mixture

involving methanol, air and EGR while ignited by a pilot diesel

spray. The overall objective is to explore the TF concept using

three-dimensional (3D) large-eddy simulations (LES) together

with Lagrangian particle tracking (LPT) and finite-rate chem-

istry. The particular objectives are stated as follows:

1. Use 0D modeling to explore the parameter space in terms

of Tamb, ambient equivalence ratio (famb), and the

hydrogen-to-methanol blending ratio (b) to broaden the

previous picture concerning n-dodecane/CH3OH DF oper-

ational window.

2. Use 3Dmodeling to carry out a systematic sweep in b space

focusing on the challenging conditions in terms of the

mixture's ignitability that was previously noted for n-

dodecane/methanol DF system.

3. Analyze the 3D LES data in order to understand the impact

of hydrogen on the ignition characteristics with respect to

IDT, ambient reactivity, and ignition modes.
Methodology and numerical framework

The present study employs a numerical framework that has

been thoroughly validated in our previous works under non-

reacting [44,45] and reacting [6] for SF ECN Spray A condi-

tions. Furthermore, the numerical framework has been

extensively used in various dual-fuel [6,33,34,46] and recently

tri-fuel [43] studies. Validation of the modeling assumptions

has been performed against the available ECN experimental

data such as liquid and vapor penetrations, ignition delay

time, flame lift-off, and evolution of key species, whereas

validation of the chemical mechanism for methanol and

hydrogen oxidation is presented in Appendix A. Grid inde-

pendence on IDT for one of the considered TF cases is

demonstrated in Appendix B. For a dispersed droplet-laden

two-phase flow, compressible LES is utilized for the gaseous

phase while the atomized liquid spray is modeled using LPT

parcels. Furthermore, a finite-rate chemistry approach is used

to calculate the chemical kinetics, with reaction source terms

being introduced to the Eulerian governing equations. A brief

description of the various modeling choices is presented in

the subsections, while extensive modeling details are pro-

vided in Ref. [47].

Governing equations and turbulence modeling

The gaseous phase is described by the compressible Navier-

Stokes equations. The corresponding Favre-filtered LES for-

mulations for the conservation of mass, momentum, species,

and enthalpy are all presented as:

vr

vt
þ V,ðr euÞ ¼ Sr; (1)

vreu
vt

þ V,ðreu5 euÞ ¼ V,ð � pIþ reu5eu� r gu5uþ tÞ þ Su; (2)

vðreYkÞ
vt

þ V,ðreueYkÞ ¼ V,
�
reDVeYk þ reueYk � rfuYk

�
þ SYk

þ _u k; (3)

vðrehtÞ
vt

þ V,ðreuehtÞ ¼ vp
vt

þ V,
�
reDVehs þ reuehs � rfuhs

�
þ Sh þ _u h;

(4)

where r, eu, p, t, eYk, eD, ehs, eht denote the filtered density, velocity,

pressure, viscous stress tensor, kth species mass fraction,

mass diffusivity, sensible and total enthalpy, respectively. The

overbar denotes an unfiltered ensemble average whereas the

tilde operator denotes a density-weighted ensemble average,

and the (5) symbol refers to the outer product. The filtered

source terms Sr, Su, SYk
, Sh are introduced to couple liquid and

gaseous phases with respect to mass, momentum, species,

and energy, respectively. The chemical source terms _u k and

_u h denote the respective species net production/consumption

rate and heat release rate (HRR), and their implementation is

discussed in Section Spray and combustion modeling.

Equations (1)e(4) are closed by thermodynamic and caloric

state equations for ideal gas, and the resulting set of equations

is numerically discretized using the finite volume method

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2021.03.238
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(FVM) within OpenFOAM-6 framework [48]. The reacting PISO

algorithm [49] is utilized for pressure-momentum coupling,

whereas LES subgrid scale (SGS) terms, i.e. (rfuj� reuej) for

some field variable j, are modeled using the implicit LES

(ILES). Consistent with our previous studies, in this modeling

procedure, a locally dissipative non-linear flux-limiting

scheme developed by Jasak et al. [50] is employed with a

control parameter value of 0.3 for the convective terms. Such

an ILES approach has been thoroughly validated and applied

by our group in various applications including reacting sprays

[6,33,34,43,46,51], heat transfer [52,53], and two-phase flows

[54,55]. For temporal integration, an implicit three time-level

scheme is used, whereas diffusion terms are discretized via

a second-order central scheme.
Spray and combustion modeling

The short liquid core and rapid atomization process typically

associated with diesel sprays under engine-relevant condi-

tions suggest modeling the dispersed liquid phase in the

Lagrangian framework, without resolving the near-nozzle

region. The no-breakup model approach is employed herein

which assumes that droplets have already undergone primary

and secondary atomization, and they are introduced to the

system with a constant droplet diameter corresponding to

stable Weber number (We < 12). Moreover, a cylindrical in-

jection model is used which extends the standard OpenFOAM

disc injection model into 3D by introducing droplets at

random positions inside a cylindrical volume. Implementa-

tion procedures of the aforementioned models are discussed

in Ref. [44]. Further aspects regardingmesh-parcel interaction

[56], droplet dispersion [57] and droplet breakup [45] within

OpenFOAM framework have been noted in the literature.

The chemical source term _u k, and subsequently

_u h ¼ SkDh
0
f ;k _u k with Dh0

f ;k denoting kth species enthalpy of

formation, are evaluated via direct integration of the finite-

rate chemistry. An operator-splitting approach is used to

separate the chemical and flow equations. Within a CFD

timestep, the time change of thermo-chemical composition is

evaluated by solving a separate system of stiff ordinary dif-

ferential equations (ODE) using an extrapolation-based semi-

implicit Euler algorithm. An analytic formulation of the ODE

system Jacobian matrix is generated using the open-source

library pyJac [58] and coupled with OpenFOAM for the ODE

iterative solution procedure. Furthermore, a dynamic load

balancing using Message Passing Interface (MPI) protocol is

employed to enhance the computational performance by

distributing the chemistry computational load equally

amongst all available processors. Finally, a reference cell

approach is used to compute chemical source terms within

the spray periphery, while the chemistry of the ambient pre-

mixed charge is evaluated only for one computational cell and

then mapped to others, hence a further increase in the dy-

namic load balancing performance.

Considering chemical reaction kinetics, the skeletal

mechanism developed by Frassoldati et al. [59], called POLIMI-
96 hereafter, involving 96 species and 993 reactions is utilized.

With relevance to the ECN Spray A conditions, this mecha-

nism was previously employed for LES analysis of DF ignition

with methane [6] and it was experimentally validated against

methanol [60] and hydrogen [40] oxidation, which is also

herein performed in Appendix A. We also acknowledge the

ignition delay time sensitivity towards a chemical mechanism

choice, as further discussed in Appendix A.

The effect of turbulence-chemistry interactions (TCI) is

considered via a first order closure hypothesis for reaction

rates evaluationwithout SGS terms. The underlying argument

is that induced turbulence and high shear stresses due to the

continuous, high momentum spray injection lead to intense

mixing with reduced chemical stratification levels. Therefore,

a perfectly stirred reactor (PSR) approach within the relatively

small computational cells is argued to be sufficient in pre-

dicting the ignition characteristics [33,34,61], which is further

supported by a mesh sensitivity analysis in Appendix B.

Several LES studies using such a simplified approach with

finite-rate chemistry have shown promising results with

agreement to experimental data [62e64]. Moreover, It has

been previously demonstrated that a TCI model has less in-

fluence on ignition delay time compared to transient spray

flame dynamics and stabilization effects [34,65]. The details of

ignition front propagation under spray-assisted configura-

tions are subjects of a follow-up study.

Homogeneous reactor modeling

For the 0D analysis conducted in the present study, the open

source library Cantera [66] is used with a general schematic

diagram outlined in Fig. 2a. Here, separate streams for cold

HRF (n-dodecane, T ¼ 363 K) and hot EGR and oxidizer

including LRFs (Tamb ¼ 900 K) are adiabatically mixed in a

constant pressure (equivalent to r ¼ 22.8 kg/m3 for the

mentioned Tamb) homogeneous reactor. The LRFs/oxidizer

stream is kept at a lean condition whereas a premixing ratio

between HRF and the oxidizer/LRF/EGR mixture is defined

based on Bilger's definition [67] for mixture fraction (Z). In the

presence of HRF, IDT of a DF or TF system is herein sampled at

various Z values with relevance to the adiabatic mixing line

concept [68] by progressively adding HRF to the mixture.

A blending ratio between the employed LRFs (CH3OH and

H2) is defined by the parameter (b) as follows

b ¼ ½H2�
½CH3OH� þ ½H2�; (5)

which is based on either molar (bX) or mass (bY) concentra-

tions. It is worth noting that the light and diffusive H2 mole-

cules lead to a significant reduction in the mixture's mean

molecular weight while increasing its volumetric average.

This is demonstrated in Fig. 2b wherein, for instance, a

hydrogen blending mass ratio of 20% is about 80% by volume.

Additionally, from the ideal gas law, a mixture's pressure in-

creases with b due to the reduced mean molecular weight

with a fixed temperature and density. Such a pressure rise is

roughly 17.2% from b ¼ 0 to b ¼ 1.

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2021.03.238
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Fig. 2 e (a) Schematic of the homogeneous reactor setup utilized in the 0D analysis with r ¼ 22.8 kg/m3. (b) Blending ratio in

molar (bX) versus mass (bY) basis, which reflects the significantly large specific volume of H2 compared with CH3OH.

Table 1 e TF simulation test cases compared with DF and SF ECN Spray A.

SF DF TF-80 TF-85 TF-90 TF-95 TF-100

Tamb [K] 900 900 900 900 900 900 900

Tliq [K] 363 363 363 363 363 363 363

r [Kg/m3] 22.8 22.8 22.8 22.8 22.8 22.8 22.8

bX e 0.0 0.80 0.85 0.90 0.95 1.0

O2 [%, mol] 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0

N2 [%, mol] 75.15 70.729 65.677 64.948 64.098 63.093 61.888

CO2 [%, mol] 6.23 5.864 5.445 5.384 5.314 5.231 5.131

H2O [%, mol] 3.62 3.407 3.164 3.129 3.088 3.039 2.981

CH3OH [%, mol] 0.0 5.0 2.143 1.731 1.25 0.682 0.0

H2 [%, mol] 0.0 0.0 8.571 9.808 11.25 12.955 15.0

famb 0.0 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5

Zst. 0.0435 0.0229 0.0249 0.0252 0.0256 0.0261 0.0266

Fig. 3 e Grid discretization in the near-nozzle region for the

studied LES (dimensions in mm). Spatial resolutions are

indicated by R1 and R2 which correspond to cell sizes of

1000 and 125 mm respectively.
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LES configuration and test cases

Five test cases are considered for LES analysis, in which a

blend of hydrogen and methanol is varied between bX ¼ 0.8

and 1.0. This range is chosen because the effect of hydrogen

for bX < 0.8 was noted to be rather subtle. The LRFs are pre-

mixed with oxidizer and EGR to create a homogeneous lean

charge (famb ¼ 0.5) that is ignited by a pilot n-dodecane spray.

The operating conditions for spray injection and ambient gas

follow those for the ECN Spray A. A summary of the operating

conditions andmixture composition for the considered TF test

cases is presented in Table 1 in comparison to the SF and DF

counterparts, while Zst. denotes stoichiometric mixture frac-

tion. A justification for the selected TF cases is provided in

Section Parametric analysis in homogeneous reactor models.

The computational domain volume is equivalent to Sandia

combustion vessel [69] utilized for ECN diesel spray experi-

ments. As depicted in Fig. 3, first, the domain is discretized

into a background hexahedral mesh of cell size D ¼ 1000 mm

(R1). Then, successive spatial refinement layers based on cell-

splitting approach are applied to properly resolve the spray

turbulence and the ignition event with a 125 mm resolution

(R2), yielding approximately 11 million cells.
It is worth mentioning that the present mesh resolution,

previously employed in Ref. [45], is selected to achieve an

adequate balance between the resolved length scales for TCI

and the computational burden due to relatively long IDTs

associated with methanol utilization. As shown in Appendix

B, a conducted mesh sensitivity analysis demonstrates that

global ignition characteristics are fairly grid insensitive

compared to 62.5 mm resolution, while the computational load

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2021.03.238
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(in terms of CPU-hours) is reduced by a factor of approxi-

mately 20.

Furthermore, regarding grid requirements for the spray, we

note a spatial separation between the liquid spray and the

chemistry. This implies a termination of the liquid phase

usually before the onset of chemical reactions. In fact, the

modeling success of the present LES/LPT framework is verified

by comparisons to ECN experimental data of liquid length and

vapor penetration of the spray [44,45], which are prerequisites

for successful ignition characteristics prediction.
Results and discussions

Background

The present study is motivated by the authors’ early works on

LES of n-dodecane/methanol DF configuration at different

ambient temperatures. The injection and ambient conditions

were similar to the ECN Spray A, whereas spray, chemistry,

and turbulence submodels were all consistent with those

presented in Section Methodology and numerical framework.

Considering our results, a narrow window of proper Tamb

leading to a smooth ignition is realized. As depicted in Fig. 4,

this narrow window is bounded by different ignition behav-

iors represented in a i) premixed ambient autoignition at

Tamb ¼ 1000 K, and ii) considerably long ignition delay time

(exceeding 3 ms) at Tamb ¼ 900 K. Based on these results, a

solution is required to extend the operating window for

methanol utilization as an LRF in DF CI engines context.

Amongst possible options to control methanol ignitability

would be varying famb of the premixed ambient (methanol,

oxidizer, and EGR) in the combustion vessel, or blending

methanol with another LRF. Recently, Karimkashi et al. [40]

reported that hydrogen enrichment to the premixed charge at

Tamb ¼ 900 K imposes promoting effects on ignition, hence a

shorter IDT, which was explained by a reaction sensitivity

analysis. In Section Parametric analysis in homogeneous

reactor models, we investigate effects of various ambient

conditions (Tamb and famb of the premixed ambient as well as

blending methanol with hydrogen) on IDT using 0D homoge-

neous reactor models. The overall aim is to 1) modify the

premixed charge IDT such that it becomes substantially

different than that for HRF to avoid premixed ambient
Fig. 4 e Scatter plots of temperature data points in Z space corr

ambient temperature levels. Plots indicate a narrow window fo

ambient (Z¼ 0) autoignition is observed at Tamb ¼ 1000 K and no

to 1.2t2 except for Tamb ¼ 900 K which is sampled after 3 ms.
autoignition, and 2) advance the IDT of n-dodecane/methanol/

oxidizer/EGR mixture at Tamb ¼ 900 K to enhance ignition

robustness. Thereafter, in Section LES analysis of the selected

conditions is provided.

Parametric analysis in homogeneous reactor models

Based on the configuration described in Section Homogeneous

reactor modeling for a 0D homogeneous reactor model, in this

sectionwe perform parametric sweep investigations for SF, DF,

and TF homogeneous mixtures as discussed in the following.

SF: HRF and LRFs ignition delay time comparison
As a first analysis, ignition delay times of HRF and LRFs

considered in this study are demonstrated. Fig. 5 depicts IDTs

using POLIMI-96 mechanism compared with other mecha-

nisms developed by Petersen et al. [70] and Klippenstein et al.

[71] under engine relevant conditions, while initial conditions

are presented in Table 2. Ignition patterns of n-dodecane and

methane present typical HRF and LRF behaviors, respectively,

through the entire temperature interval. It is shown that

CH3OH demonstrates a higher reactivity with almost one

order of magnitude smaller IDT compared with H2. Accord-

ingly, CH3OH can be considered an HRF at higher temperature

values, with comparable reactivities to n-dodecane, hence

suggesting its possible utilization in CI engines as an HRF

through high compression ratios [72].

DF: effects of ambient temperature and LRF
The following parametric investigation provides a temperature

sweep in Z space such that a homogeneousmixture comprising

LRF, oxidizer, and EGR is prepared with Tamb ¼ 900, 950, or

1000 K, while a fixed T ¼ 363 K is set for the HRF (n-dodecane)

stream. In Fig. 6a wherein CH3OH is the LRF, it is observed that

increasing Tamb advances IDT for all Z values while the most

reactive mixture fraction (ZMR) gets richer. Moreover, there is a

noted inflection in the IDT curve at leaner Zwhen Tamb¼ 950 or

1000 K. Such an inflection behavior is related to the comparable

reactivities of CH3OH and n-dodecane at higher Tamb, c.f. Fig. 5.

At Z ¼ 0, i.e. without HRF, the homogenous mixture has a

temperature value of Tamb and it autoignites at relatively small

time scales which is considered unfavorable. By successively

adding cold HRF to the mixture, its temperature drops and

thereby IDT is prolonged. After having sufficient HRF in the
esponding to 3D LES of n-dodecane/methanol DF at three

r smooth ignition concentrated about Tamb ¼ 950 K, while

ignition is observed at Tamb ¼ 900 K. Snapshots correspond
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Table 2 e Initial conditions of the SF premixed charge in
homogeneous reactor model.

SF-CH3OH SF-H2

T [K] varied varied

r [Kg/m3] 22.8 22.8

O2 [%, mol] 15.0 15.0

N2 [%, mol] 70.729 61.888

CO2 [%, mol] 5.864 5.131

H2O [%, mol] 3.407 2.981

CH3OH [%, mol] 5.0 0.0

H2 [%, mol] 0.0 15.0

famb 0.5 0.5

Fig. 5 e IDT of SF homogeneous mixture. Methanol has

stronger reactivity than hydrogen. Although n-dodecane is

a typical HRF, at higher temperatures methanol presents

comparable reactivity.
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mixture to compensate temperature drop effects, IDT is

reduced again with Z and thereby resulting into an inflection

behavior close to stoichiometry.

When H2 is considered as the LRF in Fig. 6b instead of

CH3OH, shorter IDT values are achieved at the same temper-

ature levels. Also, no inflections are observed and autoignition

seems to be avoided even at higher temperatures for the

presented temporal range. Moreover, compared with Fig. 6a,

at Tamb¼ 900 K the relatively richer Zst. and leaner ZMR result in

a smaller range of intermediate mixture fractions, which is
Fig. 6 e IDT of (a) n-dodecane/methanol, and (b) n-dodecane/hy

and varied Tamb. Replacing CH3OH with H2 as LRF advances IDT

autoignition without HRF (Z ¼ 0) for b ¼ 0 is removed for b ¼ 1
relevant to 3D most reactive zones, i.e. within ZMR and Zst. as

discussed in Ref. [6]. These intermediate mixture fractions are

mostly ignitable within 3 ms, in contrast to the case with

CH3OH that yields quite long IDTs while approaching stoi-

chiometry. Therefore, with relevance to Ref. [40], replacing

methanol with hydrogen as a primary LRF ignited by diesel

will advance IDT while preserving a wider Tamb window for

smooth ignition.

Ignitability map comprising Tamb, famb and b effects
The previous analysis indicated that a DF mixture with

hydrogen results into shorter IDTs in Z space while avoiding

LRF autoignition, compared with a DF mixture utilizing

methanol at the same ambient conditions. Starting from the

latter DF mixture, other possibilities to advance IDT could be

the reduction of LRF mass fraction (i.e. smaller famb) or

through partially replacing CH3OH with H2 (i.e. TF mixture

[40]). The respective IDT plots in Z space are not herein shown

for brevity. Instead, we present a phase diagram, depicted in

Fig. 7, which denotes IDT(ZMR) while varying the conditions

Tamb, famb and the methanol/hydrogen blending ratio b. The

overall aim behind this ignitability map is to i) present com-

bined effects of the aforementioned parameters on the mix-

ture's IDT, ii) identify the range of conditions leading to

possible autoignition in the premixed ambient without HRF,

and iii) highlight candidate conditions for the homogeneous

mixture that achieves smooth ignition with advanced IDT to

undergo further analyses in 3D LES.

Starting from the conditions Tamb¼ 900 K and famb¼ 0.5 for

n-dodecane/methanol DF setup resulting in IDT(ZMR)-

¼ 0.71 ms, three pathways could advance IDT as discussed

earlier, i.e. towards higher Tamb, lower famb, or larger b. The

dark dashed isoline in the diagram marks IDT ¼ 0.5 ms,

whereas the hatched and filled regions depict possible

ambient autoignitionwithout HRF in less than 2ms (yellow) or

3 ms (orange), respectively, with relevance to the inflection

behavior previously noted in Fig. 6a.

Typically, in spray-assisted DF ignition the aim is to ach-

ieve a controlled and robust ignition timing which is closely

correlated with the spray injection timing. Such an approach

eliminates undesired phenomena such as chances of spray
drogen, DF homogeneous mixture in Z space at famb ¼ 0.5

with a wider Tamb window for a smooth ignition. Ambient

at higher temperatures.
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Fig. 7 e Ignitability map based on 0D homogeneous reactor simulations assuming the mixing line concept. The map

denotes IDT(ZMR) of the lean TF mixture (HRF, LRFs, oxidizer, and EGR) at various Tamb, famb, and b conditions with fixed

r ¼ 22.8 kg/m3. Hatched areas mark conditions resulting into premixed ambient autoignition without HRF. The diagram

motivates the TF concept highlighting the benefit of H2 as means to mitigate ambient autoignition while advancing IDT.

Fig. 8 e Temporal evolution of maximum temperature. First

and second stage ignition delay time is advanced withmore

hydrogen, whereas ignition temperature is increased.
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over-dilution, late combustion, or misfire. Moreover, Kahila

et al. [6] reported that ignition delay time in 3D LES occurs

almost 2e3 times later in time compared with 0D models.

Therefore, those regions with longer IDTs than the

IDT ¼ 0.5 ms isoline could be considered unfavorable. In fact,

we seek conditions for a homogeneous mixture such that,

when employed for LES, it would i) be robustly ignited by the

HRF spray and thereby avoiding possible spray over-dilution,

and ii) provide a considerable time-scale separation of igni-

tion delay times between LRFs blend and the HRF, hence

mitigate the ambient autoignition.

After excluding unfavorable zones based on the phase di-

agram, three operating conditions indicated by zones IeIII are

considered. In particular, zone I depicts a lean (famb ¼ 0.5) TF

mixture (bX ¼ 0.8e1.0) whereas zones II and III note ultra lean

(famb z 0.3) DF and TF mixtures, respectively. The benefit of

blending H2 with CH3OH is two-fold: i) the lower reactivity of

H2 compared with CH3OH promotes stabilization of the pre-

mixed ambient without HRF, c.f. Fig. 5, and ii) the n-dodecane

reaction pathways were shown to impose promoting effects

and higher OH consumption rates with hydrogen enrichment

[40], hence, a shorter IDT is achieved. In the present study,

zone I is chosen for 3D LES analysis, since the ultra lean nature

of both zones II and III might lead to further complications

considering ignition stability. In the following section, LES

results of the chosen test cases are discussed, and the

required H2 quantity to promote IDT while mitigating the

ambient reactivity is investigated. At this point, it is necessary

to emphasize the numerical character of the present analysis

which is based on 0D models.
LES analysis

Five test cases are considered for LES analysis, in which

hydrogen/methanol blend is varied between bX¼ 0.8 and1.0, c.f.

Table 1, following the analyses in the previous section. The

operating conditions and domain discretization are further

described in Section LES configuration and test cases. In the

following, spatio-temporal details of the TF ignition process are

investigated.

Ignition delay time
Figure 8 depicts temporal evolution of the maximum tem-

perature (Tmax) in the domain, for each of the considered LES
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test cases. Square and diamond markers represent t1 and t2,

respectively. Here, t1 is defined as the time instant when 20%

of maximum RO2 mass fraction is reached, while t2 is based

on the maximum gradient of Tmax in the system, i.e.

ðdTmax=dtÞmax.

According to Fig. 8, both t1 and t2 are advanced with more

hydrogen in the premixed charge, consistent with the findings

in Ref. [40]. Additionally, the temperature of the products is

noted to increase withmore hydrogen, as indicated by dashed

lines in the plots. Such a note is rather relevant to the higher

adiabatic flame temperature and calorific value associated

with hydrogen compared to methanol or diesel [8].

Regarding the second stage IDT, TF-95 and TF-100 show a

significant t2 reduction (about 1.18 and 0.88 ms, respectively)

compared with the other test cases (t2 z 1.55 ms). This

observation should be related to smaller hydrogen-to-

methanol mass ratios in TF-80, TF-85 and TF-90 compared

with TF-95 and TF-100, c.f. Fig. 2b. In particular, despite the

wide bX variations in the former three cases, bY variations are

rather narrow. This is also reflected in the very close peak

temperature values during the main ignition event in Fig. 8.

The slightly reversed second-stage ignition timings in cases

TF-85 and TF-90 could be related to the hyper-sensitivity of

ignition delay time towards ZMR in LES, which is further dis-

cussed in Section Heat release analysis. The mass blending

ratio is doubled from bY ¼ 0.26 in TF-85 to bY ¼ 0.54 in TF-95

then to bY ¼ 1.0 in TF-100. Therefore, in the remainder of

this work we focus particularly on these cases to compare and

analyze data with notable differences.
Fig. 9 e Spatio-temporal evolution of various stages of ignition p

are noted by LPT parcels (blue spheres) and translucent gray is

RO2 > 10¡5 while HTC onset (cyan) is identified by _uH2O2 <0. Hig

T > 1600 K. (For interpretation of the references to color in this fig

article.)
Spatial distribution of ignition stages
Figure9depicts thedevelopmentofvariousstagesoftheignition

process for TF-85, TF-95, and TF-100 (left to right). Four time

instances, linked with t1 and t2 time scales, are herein consid-

ered (top to bottom) which denote respectively i) t1, ii) 0.95t2
indicating HTC reactions onset, iii) t2 wherein second-stage

ignition initiates with ignition kernels, and iv) t2 þ 0.15ms rep-

resenting a time instance with ignition front propagation

throughambient.Here, dispersed liquidphase is representedby

LPT point data (blue spheres), whereas translucent gray iso-

surfaces denote Zst.. LTC and HTC stages are demonstrated by

computational cells marking YRO2 >10�5 (green) and T > 1600 K

(red), respectively,while theHTCspatialonset ishereindepicted

by H2O2 consumption rates ( _uH2O2 < 0, cyan color).

According to the figure, the following observations are

noted. At t ¼ t1, the onset and spatial distribution of LTC

within the spray is presented. As noted earlier, more H2 leads

to a shorter t1. Therefore, an advance of approximately 0.1 ms

in t1 from TF-85 to TF-100 leads to a 3e4 mm shifting of the

LTC onset location as well as shortening the spray tip pene-

tration length. Consequently, a tendency of LTC activation

towards richer regions of the spray is attainedwithmore H2 in

the premixed charge.

At t ¼ 0.95t2, slightly before high temperature ignition,

spatial distribution of RO2 products grows further down-

stream, and HTC reactions start to take place while LTC phase

products are consumed. Such HTC onset locations denote

most reactive zones of the spray in which high temperature

ignition kernels are expected to initiate.
rocess. Liquid spray and stoichiometric vapor mixture (Zst.)

osurfaces, respectively. LTC region (green) is marked by

h temperature ignition kernels (red) are marked by

ure legend, the reader is referred to theWeb version of this
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At t ¼ t2, the second-stage ignition takes place along with

emerging high temperature kernels. These kernels are

entirely located inside the spray, consistent with the spray

assisted ignition concept, and closer to the spray periphery.

Also, the overlapping of red and cyan colors demonstrates the

breakup of H2O2 species at high temperatures, i.e. the HTC

onset. In the TF-95 case, a new cyan region without over-

lapped red color indicates another HTC kernel to ignite soon,

apart from the first ignited kernel.

Finally, at t ¼ t2 þ 0.15 ms, the ignition front grows further

across the spray and starts burning methanol and hydrogen in

theambient.Asummaryofquantitativefindings fromLEScases

is provided inTable 3. Penetration lengths for liquid, i.e. Lliq, and

vapor spray at t2, i.e. Lvap(t2), are defined by the maximal axial

distance from the nozzle to where HRF liquid volume fraction

and vaporizedmass fraction, respectively, are 0.1%.

It should be noted that the present TF results are of nu-

merical character. Certainly, experimental data would be

rather substantial to complete the picture. However, the well-

established numerical framework together with the validated

kinetic mechanism (c.f. Appendix A) for the utilized fuels

should be sufficient for the reliability of this study. Moreover,

the inhibiting effects of methanol or hydrogen in DF ignition

(c.f. Fig. 4 and Table 3 respectively), compared with SF diesel

(IDT z 0.39 ms [73]), can be related to experimental works in

literature for DF methanol [12,13] and hydrogen [23,29].

Temporal evolution of key species

Temporal evolution of the mass fractions Ymax
RO2

(e e), Ymax
OH (�),

Ymax
H2O2

(e e) and Ymax
HO2

(�) are presented in Fig. 10 with color

correspondence noted in the legend. With relevance to these

important radicals and intermediate species, the following

process is noted among all of the considered cases. First,

within t1 time scale, low-temperature ignition occurs and RO2

peak values are formed. Second, HO2 radicals are formed

during both first- and second-stage ignition phases, withmore

significance during the HTC phase. Third, H2O2 is formed by

intermediate reactions. Since H2O2 is stable at low and inter-

mediate temperatures, it does not break up prior to t2 after

which it forms OH radicals [74].

According to Fig. 10, adding hydrogen has the following

effects on species evolution. First, within t1 time scale, the

formation of RO2 is advanced with higher peak magnitudes.

Moreover, both HO2 and H2O2 formations are advanced with

higher peak magnitudes during the entire LTC phase. Second,

within t2 time scale, HO2 and OH formations are advanced.

However, an opposing trend between the mentioned species

is observed, particularly higher peaks for OH and lower peaks
Table 3 e Summary of quantitative results for the LES
cases.

t1 [ms] t2 [ms] t2/t1 t2=IDT0d
MR Lliq

[mm]
Lvap(t2)
[mm]

TF-80 0.43 1.66 3.85 2.875 14.15 ± 2.11 62.00

TF-85 0.40 1.51 3.78 2.753 14.08 ± 2.04 56.73

TF-90 0.37 1.55 4.19 2.997 14.03 ± 2.09 55.90

TF-95 0.36 1.16 3.22 2.430 13.90 ± 2.30 50.87

TF-100 0.286 0.86 3.01 2.003 13.80 ± 2.38 43.71
for HO2. This phenomenon can be related to higher tempera-

ture levels during the second stage ignition with more

hydrogen, c.f. Fig. 8. It is expected that the production in-

tensity of OH increases with temperature. In addition, higher

temperatures can play a role in speeding up slow HO2 re-

actions to produce H2O2 [40], hence the lower HO2 concen-

tration peaks in cases with more hydrogen.

Heat release analysis
Here, further investigationswith respect to heat release rate are

provided. Fig. 11 presents HRR scatter plots within the spray

envelope (Z > 10�5) in Z space at the time scales t2 (upper row)

and t2þ 0.15ms (bottomrow). The plots are overlayedwithHRR

conditional means ( ) and standard deviations (filled region).

Also, IDT plots from 0D data (t0d2 , ) are provided which

consider chemical kinetics without turbulent mixing effects.

According to Fig. 11 at t2, ZMR values in LES data (i.e. HRR

peaks corresponding to ignition kernels) are always on the

richer side of Zst., following the spray assisted ignition concept

in LES. Also, these peaks are located on the leaner side of ZMR in

0D, due to the turbulentmixing time considered in the 3D data.

Such an observation is consistentwith those reported by Kahila

et al. [6,34]. Moreover in TF-100, the two simultaneous ignition

kernels occurred at t2, c.f. Fig. 9, are herein represented by two

HRR peaks of varied mixture fraction values, due to the spray

dilution while progressing away from the nozzle. Furthermore,

it is observed that with H2 addition, ZMR in LES shifts to richer

conditions and converges towardsZMR in 0D,which is related to

the shorter mixing time due to the shorter spray.

At t ¼ t2 þ 0.15 ms, ignition fronts in all of the considered

cases have burned ambient LRFs (methanol and hydrogen)

across the spray, with a broader interval of burned mixture

fractions in cases with more H2. Finally, less hydrogen in the

system shifts ZMR values of 3D data towards a hyper-sensitive

region of 0D IDT profile with a steep slope, wherein a small

perturbation in Z leads to significant effects on IDT, hence

questioning the ignition robustness and the potential of cyclic

variations. This specific note can elaborate on the observed

trend in T-85 and TF-90 cases wherein respective IDTs are

located around this hyper-sensitive region. This situation

improves with further hydrogen enrichment because ZMR

shifts to a more stable region in 0D IDT profiles which are less

sensitive to Z perturbations.

Ignition mode decomposition
The following analysis, depicted in Fig. 12, considers identifi-

cation of different ignition modes based on HRR, with rele-

vance to LTC and HTC phases. Five ignition modes are herein

considered, namely the (i) early LTC: wherein n-dodecane

decomposition initiates, (ii) LTC: denoting the production of

various LTC species, (iii) pre-HTC: in which RO2 radicals are

consumed during HTC transition, (iv) HTC pre-ignition: cor-

responding to the high temperature phase yet without OH

formation, and (v) HTC: denoting full ignition with OH for-

mation. The employed criteria for each ignition mode is

described in Table 4 with threshold values similar to those in

Ref. [34], and respective color correspondence as shown in the

figure legend. While these ignition modes are defined within

the spray (Z > 10�4), temporal evolution (up until t2 þ 0.15 ms)
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Fig. 10 e Temporal evolution of (a) YRO2 ( ), YOH( ) and (b) YH2O2 ( ), YHO2 ( ). It is noted that, within t1 adding hydrogen

advances RO2 production with higher peak magnitudes, and similarly HO2 and H2O2 for the entire LTC duration. However,

within t2 adding H2 advances HO2 with lower peaks and OH with higher peaks.

Fig. 11 e Scatter plots of HRR in Z space for the spray region, overlayed with conditional means (red) and standard deviation

(filled) at times t ¼ t2 and t2 þ 0.15 ms, while green curves represent 0D IDT values. With H2 addition, ZMR shifts to richer

conditions and converges towards ZMR in 0D. Also, with relevance to 0D plots, IDT becomes less sensitive towards

perturbations in ZMR from LES, hence promoting ignition robustness. (For interpretation of the references to color in this

figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

Fig. 12 e Ignition mode decomposition based on temporal evolution (till t2 þ 0.15 ms) of the heat release rates. ( )

represents total heat release inside spray (Zst > 1e ¡ 4) whereas ( ) represents total heat release in the whole domain.

Hatched region denotes ambient reactivity. Pie chart indicates cumulative percentage of each ignition mode. The figure

shows that ambient reactivity persists for bX < 0.95 after which it is mitigated and ambient autoignition becomes less

probable.
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Table 4 e Criteria for ignition modes. RO2+ ¼ 10¡5,
H2O2+ ¼ 10¡4, OH+ ¼ 10¡5, T+ ¼ 1150 K.

Mode Definition

Early LTC (RO2 �10�7) ∩ (H2O2 < H2O2+) ∩ (T < T+)

LTC (RO2 �RO2+) ∩ (H2O2 �H2O2+) ∩ (T < T+)

Pre-HTC (RO2 < RO2+) ∩ (H2O2 �H2O2+) ∩ (T < T+)

HTC pre-ign. (OH < OH+) ∩ (T � T+)

HTC (OH � OH+) ∩ (T � T+)
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of total heat release rate (THRR) for the whole domain is also

plotted ( ). Generally, a typical DF or TF setup results in

THRR that is generated entirely inside the spray, i.e. a non-

reactive ambient, prior to t2.

According to Fig. 12, in TF-85, the observed HRR outside the

spray periphery (Z < 10�4, hatched region) along the entire

time interval denotes ambient reactivity, which suggests a

higher possibility to the unfavorable ambient autoignition. In

this case, the relatively largemethanol content in the ambient

(here, 79.9% by mass compared with 20.1% hydrogen) can

explain this behavior due to its higher reactivity at higher

temperatures. This is aligned with literature noting the pos-

sibility of methanol utilization as HRF in CI engines [75], or its

auto-ignition potential in the ambient [76]. However, with

more H2 in TF-95 and TF-100, the THRR ( ) and spray's THRR

( ) overlay, i.e. the ambient autoignition becomes less

probable. This is related to lower reactivity of hydrogen

compared with methanol, c.f. Fig. 5. Therefore, according to

this analysis, more than 50% of H2 blending mass percentage

(about 94% molar) is needed to achieve smooth TF ignition,

under the specified ambient conditions. Further demonstra-

tions on the ambient reactivity are provided in Appendix C.

Besides previous notes in Fig. 12, the following observations

are noted. First, spray's HTC share to THRR is larger with more

H2. Considering the fixed interval of 0.15 ms beyond t2, this

larger share can be attributed to higher ignition temperature

and faster flame propagation of H2 compared with CH3OH.

Second, with more H2 the spray's LTC contribution to THRR

increases, consistentwith observations in Fig. 10 for RO2 peaks.

However, a cumulative LTC percentage declines with more H2

due to the increased HTC contribution in the normalized pie-

chart. Finally, it is noted that the HTC pre-ignition mode

initiates slightly before the HTC mode (similarly early LTC

before LTC mode) with a relatively insignificant contribution.

Such a minimal contribution in the HTC pre-ignition is attrib-

uted to steep gradients of temperature and OH profiles during

the second-stage ignition, c.f. Fig. 8 and. The HTC pre-ignition

mode contribution becomes significantly stronger in less

reactive fuels with less steep ignition profiles, such asmethane

as demonstrated in Refs. [34,43].
Conclusions and perspectives

Large-eddy simulation (LES), Lagrangian particle tracking (LPT)

and finite-rate chemistry were successively employed to

investigate the characteristics associated with tri-fuel (TF)

ignition system. A pilot n-dodecane spray was used as a high
reactivity fuel (HRF) to ignite homogeneously premixed lean

charge comprising oxidizer, EGR, and a blend of two low reac-

tivity fuels (LRFs): methanol (CH3OH) and hydrogen (H2). The

injection and ambient thermodynamic conditions were similar

to the ECN Spray A. Prior to LES, a set of zero-dimensional (0D)

homogeneous reactor simulations was performed, with the

aim of providing insight towards the mixture's ignitability at a

broad range of operating conditions involving Tamb, famb, and

hydrogen-to-methanol blending ratio b. Based on that, five

computationally expensive simulations were performed at

targeted conditions for 0.8 � bX � 1.0.

Themain findings of the present study can be summarized

as follows. First, the multi-parametric 0D analyses reveal that

the narrow smooth ignition window of n-dodecane/CH3OH DF

mixture can be extended via H2 enrichment (see e.g. Fig. 7).

Second, based on LES analysis, doubling the H2 blendingmass

ratio (25%e50% or 50%e100%) in the premixed charge could

potentially advance IDT by 23e26%, with shorter penetrations

(10e15%) of the vaporized spray. Third, with H2 addition the

most reactive zones occur at richer mixtures due to faster

chemistry, and the ignition front propagates by spanning a

broader range of mixture fractions. More importantly, a cross

comparison with 0D IDTs suggests that large H2 blending ra-

tios (about 94% molar, 50% by mass) promotes ignition

robustness, hence a less probability to cycle-to-cycle com-

bustion variation in real engine conditions. Fourth, ambient

reactivity persists in the studied system at lower H2 concen-

trations, which might raise concerns regarding abnormal

ignition. More than 50% of H2 mass ratio is required to ensure

a non-reactive ambient. Fifth, with respect to ignition modes,

adding H2 increases both low- and high-temperature com-

bustion shares in a spray's total HRR. Finally, we acknowledge

the numerical character of the present study, and that dy-

namic phenomena, such as engine speed and dynamic

compression, were herein neglected for computational feasi-

bility. Therefore, it would be of high importance to gain

experimental data on tri-fuel combustion of methanol and

hydrogen blends.
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Appendix A. Chemical mechanism validation
and comparison

The employed POLIMI-96 chemical kinetic mechanism, which

is developed for n-dodecane oxidation under engine-relevant

conditions, is herein validated against single fuel experi-

mental data for methanol (Burke et al. [77]) and hydrogen

(K�eromn�es et al. [78]) oxidation. Figure A.1 presents IDT values

at various temperatures for a homogeneous mixture corre-

sponding to f¼ 0.5 and pressure of 50 bar (methanol) and 1 bar

or 16 bar (hydrogen). The validation data formethanol are also

compared with simulations using some mechanisms devel-

oped specifically for methanol by Klippenstein [71] and Lind-

stedt [79]. Further validations can be found in the works by

Karimkashi et al. [40,60].

In addition, ignition delay time sensitivity against kinetic

chemical mechanism choice is herein presented. A homoge-
Figure A.1: Chemical mechanism validation for the oxidation of

for f ¼ 0.5 and pressure values as indicated in the figure legen

Figure A.2: Chemical mechanism comparison for IDT predictions

and (b) with HRF at varied Z. The employed POLIMI-96 is in prope

conditions, however the observed inflection seems to be sensit
neous mixture comprising oxidizer, EGR, CH3OH and H2, with

LRFs molar blending ratio bX ¼ 0.5 and famb ¼ 0.5 is prepared.

Figure A.2 depicts IDT predictions of thementionedmixture at

varied ambient temperatures.

A set of common mechanisms involving CH3OH and H2

reaction pathways is considered for comparison. Besides

Klippenstein et al. [71], the skeletal n-dodecanemechanism by

Wang et al. [80] (100 species and 432 reactions) and the

detailed mechanism by Bagheri et al. [81] (namely POLIMI-

detailed, with 492 species and 17,790 reactions) are tested.

Also, reduced (163 species and 887 reactions) and detailed

(2885 species and 11,754 reactions) versions of the n-dodecane

mechanism developed by Lawrence Livermore National Lab-

oratory (LLNL) [82] are considered. The plots show that

POLIMI-96 mechanism is in proper agreement with the

mentioned mechanisms.

By adding HRF to the mixture for a specific ambient

temperature (here 1000 K) and varied mixture fraction, sig-

nificant differences are noted as depicted in Figure A.2b.

Particularly, closer to stoichiometric mixture fraction an

inflection behavior is observed for some mechanisms which

are POLIMI-96 and a skeletal n-heptane mechanism by Lu

et al. [83], whereas mild inflections in POLIMI-detailed and

LLNL-detailed are noted. Remaining mechanisms are

observed to maintain conventional parabolic patterns, i.e.

without inflections, along the mixing line.
(a) methanol, and (b) hydrogen against experimental data

d.

of oxidizer/LRFs/EGR (a) without HRF (Z¼ 0) at varied Tamb,

r agreement with most of commonmechanisms for similar

ive to the mechanism choice.
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B. Mesh sensitivity

Another computational grid with a finer resolution is consid-

ered here for mesh sensitivity analysis. This new grid holds a

total of 39 M cells with 62.5 mm grid spacing in the inner most

refinement layer. A comparison of standard (utilized

throughout the paper) and fine grid resolutions is shown in

Figure B.1a, and a new reacting LES for the TF-100 case is

performed using this fine grid. The temporal evolution of Tmax

(black) and Ymax
RO2

(green) are depicted in Figure B.1b. It is

observed that the ignition delay is rather insensitive to the

employed mesh resolution for the mentioned case, while the

computational load (in terms of CPU-hours) was increased by

a factor of approximately 20 for simulating 1.0 ms compared

to the same case utilizing a standard mesh.
Figure B.1: (a) Mesh comparison between standard (125 mm) and

Temporal evolution of Tmax
amb (black) and Ymax

RO2
(green) for TF-100

seems to be rather insensitive to the employed standard mesh

Figure C.1: Demonstration of the ambient reactivity in the case

compared with other TF cases.
C. Ambient reactivity demonstration

The ambient reactivity, previously discussed in Section

Ignitionmode decomposition, is herein further demonstrated.

Figure C.1a depicts temporal evolution of the THRR condi-

tioned with Z. The plot shows that ambient reactivity occurs

as early as t1 time scale and it increases with time progress. In

Figure C.1b, comparative representation of THRR for TF-80

against non-reactive ambient cases shows ambient reac-

tivity effects on disturbing the observed trends within t1

phase (i.e. monotonic reduction of the HRR peaks with less H2

for non-reactive ambient TF cases) as well as chemical in-

duction phase.
fine (62.5 mm) resolutions of the discretized spray region. (b)

case using a standard or fine grid. The plot shows that IDT

resolution in the mentioned case.

TF-80 with relevance to (a) Z distribution, and (b) THRR
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